Abstract-Metropolitan railway operators' strategic plans include nowadays actions to reduce energy consumption. The application of ecodriving initiatives in lines equipped with automatic train operation (ATO) systems can provide important savings with low investments. Previous studies carried out under the ATO framework have not considered the main uncertainties in the traffic operation: the train load and delays in the line. This paper proposes a method to design robust and efficient speed profiles to be programmed in the ATO equipment of a metro line. First, an optimal Pareto front for ATO speed profiles that are robust to changes in train load is constructed. There are two objectives: running time and energy consumption. A robust optimization technique and an alternative method based on the conservation of the shape of the speed profiles (pattern robustness) are compared. Both procedures make use of a multi objective particle swarm optimization algorithm. Then, the set of speed profiles to be programmed in the ATO equipment is selected from the robust Pareto front by means of an optimization model. This model is a particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) to minimize the total energy consumption considering the statistical information about delays in the line. This procedure has been applied to a case study. The results showed that the pattern robustness is more restrictive and meaningful than the robust optimization technique as it provides information about shapes that are more comfortable for passengers. In addition, the use of statistical information about delays provides additional energy savings between 3% and 14%.
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sions [1] . Furthermore, the energy prices are growing and the energy cost is becoming an important part in the cost structure of railway companies. As a consequence, new strategies are being implemented to reduce energy consumption. Some of these efficiency strategies are focused on improving the traffic management from the point of view of traffic design [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and regulation [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , on the optimal use of regenerative braking [13] [14] [15] and on eco-driving [16] [17] [18] . These actions can be implemented in the short term with low investments compared with other energy efficiency actions as the renewal of trains [19] or the improvement of the infrastructure. The eco-driving design calculates the speed profile with the minimum energy consumption for a target running time between stations. Typically, the techniques applied for this design are mathematical programming models and simulationbased models. Mathematical optimization models frequently need to simplify some aspects of train motion and energy calculation which make difficult the application to real cases [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . On the other hand, simulation-based optimization algorithms are more flexible, do not require important simplifications, and the results are more accurate and practical. This accuracy is especially important in metropolitan lines equipped with Automatic Train Operation systems (ATO). Different optimization techniques have been used in combination with simulation-Genetic Algorithms (GA) [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , Artificial Neural Networks [39] , [40] , a combination of both techniques [41] , Differential Evolution algorithms (DE) [42] , Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [32] , prediction techniques [43] and direct search methods [44] , [45] .
Most modern metropolitan lines are equipped with ATO [46] , [47] . The onboard ATO equipment receives at stations the driving commands of a speed profile from the centralized regulation system. The regulation system on-line selects a speed profile from a pre-programmed set depending on the required arrival time. These pre-programmed speed profiles are characterized by running time, energy consumption and driving commands. Regulation system selects a speed profile with running time lower than or equal to the required running time. The application of the selected speed profile could produce a slight schedule advance. However, this schedule advance is easily compensated (by increasing a few seconds the dwell time at the next station).
The driving commands are usually made up by four parameters: coasting speed, remotoring speed, holding speed and TABLE I  VALUES OF THE ATO COMMANDS IN FIXED BLOCK SIGNALLING SYSTEMS [49] braking rate [48] . In coasting remotoring cycles, when the train is tractioning and reaches the coasting speed, the traction is set to 0 to start coasting. When the train speed falls by more than the remotoring speed, traction is applied again. On the other hand, holding speed command produces a different kind of speed profile. This command forces the train to reach and maintain certain speed if it is possible. Braking rate defines the deceleration that the train will apply in the final braking. Every combination of the possible values of these parameters results in a particular speed profile with an associated running time and energy consumption between two stations. In metropolitan lines equipped with Fixed Block signalling systems, the driving parameters are transmitted to the trains via encoded balises placed at stations, using a short number of bits due the bandwidth limitation of the balise. Due to the limited bandwidth of the Fixed Block system, the commands take discrete values between a maximum and a minimum with a big increment as shown in Table I [49] . Therefore, the number of different speed profiles that the ATO can execute is relatively small. This solution space can be exhaustively explored in order to find the speed profiles with minimum energy consumption for each running time (Pareto front). The ATO equipments are usually programmed with four alternative speed profiles (fast, regular, slow and extra-slow) for each station. The regulation system selects online the ATO preprogrammed speed profile with the closest running time to the target one (always below it) [48] . In [50] a method to design the ATO pre-programmed speed profiles in Fixed Block metro lines, based on detailed simulation, is presented. In the work of [50] the Pareto front is generated taking into account passenger comfort requirements. In addition, a procedure to select the four pre-programmed speed profiles based on heuristic rules is proposed.
The new metropolitan signalling system Moving Block CBTC (Communication Based Train Control) [51] , uses bidirectional wireless communications providing high bandwidth between the control center and the trains. Therefore, the driving parameters can use practically continuous values. For this reason the solution space rises rapidly and makes impractical the use of exhaustive search to generate the optimal Pareto front. Several studies have analyzed the possible impact of CBTC system in energy efficiency. In [52] , [53] new tracking control algorithms of two successive trains in CBTC system are proposed to reduce energy consumption. In [49] a detailed simulator is used in combination with the Multi Objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) to obtain the Pareto curve of the possible speed profiles. An ACO max-min ant (MMA) algorithm is proposed in [54] on the framework of CBTC system, for the single objective problem.
The CBTC system also allows increasing easily the number of pre-programmed speed profiles with respect to the Fixed Block signalling systems. However, potential advantages of this increment have not yet been analyzed.
The previous studies focused on the design of ATO speed profiles do not take into account the principal sources of uncertainty in the traffic operation. These uncertainties are the train load and the train delays. The high precision of the ATO equipment in the execution of the pre-programmed driving parameters is practically just affected by the uncertainty in the mass of the train associated with the passenger load [55] . The CBTC system permits pre-programming different sets of speed profiles for different operation periods, as peak-hours and off-peak-hours. At each period, the passengers' load takes a different mean value, but it is not constant throughout the period because the passengers flow and the trains headway are not constant. In [49] , the ATO speed profiles are optimized using a mean value of train mass in the period studied.
The other main source of uncertainty associated with the traffic operation is the occurrence of delays that must be corrected by the traffic regulator [55] . The statistical distribution of the delays determines the frequency with which the controller demand each pre-programmed ATO speed profile at each station. Typically, the four selected speed profiles of the preprogrammed set are equidistant in time, and the frequency of use is not taken into account, [50] .
In this paper, a new method to design efficient and robust ATO speed profiles in CBTC lines is proposed, considering the previously described sources of uncertainty.
This method is composed by two steps. In the first step, the Pareto curve of robust ATO speed profiles, taking into account the uncertainty in the mass, is generated. Two procedures are applied to generate the robust Pareto curve. The first one is a robust optimization technique in time and energy consumption. An alternative procedure, based on the analysis of the relationship between the robustness and the conservation of the shape of the speed profiles (pattern robustness), is proposed. This procedure makes use of the MOPSO algorithm described in [49] adding a driving pattern identifier. In the second step, the set of ATO speed profiles to be programmed in the regulation system is selected from the robust Pareto front by means of an optimization model. This model is based on the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO) [56] to minimize the energy consumption throughout an operation period, taking into account the statistical distribution of running times demanded by the regulation system.
In Section II the two proposed methods to obtain a robust Pareto front of the speed profiles are presented. Section III describes the optimization model to select the pre-programmed speed profiles. The methodology proposed is applied to a case study and the results and analysis obtained from the design of ATO speed profiles are discussed in Section IV. In addition, in Section IV the energy savings associated with the increase of the number of ATO speed profiles to program in the regulation system are analyzed. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section V. 
II. DESIGN OF EFFICIENT AND ROBUST ATO SPEED PROFILES
In this section, the Pareto curve of optimal ATO speed profiles is calculated, where the objectives are the running time and the energy consumption. For each running time the optimization algorithm has to find the ATO speed profile with the minimum consumption. For example, in Fig. 1 , two speed profiles with the same running time are shown. These optimal speed profiles are later used by the regulation system in an operation period (peak or non-peak hour). The speed profiles must be robust against variations of the train mass in that period. The decision variables are the driving parameters of the speed profiles, that is, the typical configuration variables of the ATO equipment: coasting speed (s c ), re-motoring speed (s r ), holding speed (s h ) and braking rate (b). The ATO sets the train traction to zero (coasting) when train speed reaches the coasting speed value s c , and the ATO sets train traction to maximum force when the train speed falls below s c − s r . When the train is controlled by a holding speed parameter s h , the ATO regulates the train traction to maintain the train speed to this value. Each ATO speed profile (a possible solution) is defined as a configuration vector of driving parametersx = (s c , s r , s h , b). In addition, the ATO always observes the speed limitations and the stopping point at the station by applying braking force when necessary (see [50] for more details).
In the following subsections the robust optimization method is described and also the alternative procedure based on conservation of the driving pattern.
A. Generation of Robust Pareto Front of Optimal Speed Profiles Using a Robust Optimization Technique
A robust solution is the less sensitive to perturbations in the decision variables in its vicinity [57] . The multi-objective optimization approach deals with the search of solutions which are non-dominated by any other feasible solutions. Thus, it is necessary to check the sensitivity of each solutionx in the M objectives to changes in all the decision variables to provide a robust Pareto front.
In [57] , two approaches are proposed to obtain the robust optimal front. In order to obtain a multi-objective robust solution Type-I a mean effective objective function (f ef f (x)) is used for the optimization instead of the original objective function (f (x)). Therefore, a solutionx * is a robust solution of Type-I if it belongs to the Pareto-optimal solution of the following problem:
where S is the solution space f ef f j (x) and is the mean effective objective function of the j objective for the neighborhood δ. The mean effective objective function is defined in
where |B δ | is the hypervolume [57] of the chosen vicinity δ. The second approach proposed by Deb and Gupta adds a restriction to the original problem so that the user can adjust the maximum value of the solutions sensitivity. Therefore, a solutionx * is a robust solution of Type-II if it belongs to the Pareto-optimal solution of the problem
wheref P (x) is the perturbed objective vector and η is the maximum value of sensitivity required. The perturbed objective vector can be chosen either as the worst case or as the mean effective of the neighborhood.
Type-II was chosen to obtain the optimal speed profiles because it is more practical than Type-I as it is highlighted in [57] . Furthermore, in the present ATO design problem, the worst cases, that is, the maximum variations of running time and energy consumption occur in the extreme values of train mass for the considered operation period. As previously mentioned, the high precision of the ATO equipment in the execution of the driving parameters is affected, in practice, only by the uncertainty in the mass of the train associated with the passenger load.
Therefore, the Type-II robust optimization model has been selected because the robustness can be controlled by a maximum sensitivity value. The sensitivity is controlled comparing the objective function for the mean value of the train mass in the operation period with the worst case (maximum and minimum mass). The optimization problem is formulated as
wheref P max (x) andf P min (x) are the objective vector for the maximum and the minimum mass, for the considered period, andf (x) is the objective vector for the mean value of the mass in that period.
A multi Objective Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm with crowding distance mechanism (MOPSO-CD) [49] is applied to generate the Pareto curve of the problem defined in (4).
In the MOPSO algorithm, each particle (possible solution) is treated as a point in an M-dimensional space. The particle "flies" over the search space to find promising regions of the landscape. The movement of a particle is directed by the best position found by itself (pbest) and the best position (gbest) found by the whole swarm (population). So the position and the velocity of the particle i are updated at each iteration usinĝ
wherex i (n) andv i (n) are the position and the speed of particle i at iteration n. The positionsp i andp g are, respectively the pbest and the gbest. c 1 and c 2 are positive constants called ("social factors"), and r 1 and r 2 are random numbers between 0 and 1. w is an inertia weight that controls the effect of the previous history of velocities. The MOPSO algorithm deals with a multi-objective optimization problem where the objective is to find the Pareto curve. Pareto curve is the set of the non-dominated solutions. A solution is dominated if there is another feasible solution that performs a lower value in one objective (energy consumption or running time) and, it has a lower or equal value in the other objective. The objective function is shown in
where f 1 (x) is the running time and f 2 (x) is the energy consumption. f 1 (x) and f 2 (x) are calculated by means of a detailed simulator of the train movement and the ATO equipment [50] .
The algorithm maintains an external archive A that stores the non-dominated solutions found throughout the iterations. The gbest is randomly selected at each iteration from the solutions in the archive A. However, if the solutions of A were selected based on uniform probability distribution, the resulting Pareto curve would contain substantial gaps. To avoid this problem, the crowding distance MOPSO [58] selects the gbest from a top portion of the archive A sorted in decreasing values of crowding distance (CD). The CD is calculated as the sum of distances in all the objectives of its two neighboring solutions.
On the other hand, the pbest of a particle is selected as the current position if it dominates the previous pbest. If the previous pbest dominates the current position the pbest remains. However, if the current position of the particle and its pbest are mutually non-dominated, the pbest is selected randomly between them.
B. Alternative Method to Generate a Robust Pareto Front Based on Driving Patterns
The driving pattern determines the shape of the speed profile. A pattern is characterized by the sequence of the different working modes that the train executes during its journey. These working modes are traction (T), braking (B), coasting (C) and final braking (FB)
In Fig. 1 , two examples of driving patterns are presented. The ATO command is the ratio between the force demanded by the automatic driver and the maximum force that the motor can provide. Positive values of the ATO command produce traction force and negative values of the ATO command produce braking force. In coasting-remotoring stages the ATO command present typically two values (0 and 1 in Fig. 1 ). Zero value of the ATO command corresponds to a coasting phase (see [50] for more details about ATO model).
The driving pattern of a speed profile provides information to the designer about the passengers' comfort. Furthermore, information about the robustness of the speed profile can be obtained from the driving pattern. Frequently, the speed profiles which change their driving pattern with the train load have associated high variations in running time and energy consumption. A solutionx is said to be pattern robust if its associated pattern does not change with train mass variations.
Therefore, the following alternative methodology is proposed to obtain a robust Pareto front based on the detection of changes in the pattern:
• Step 1: Obtain the Pareto front considering the mean value of the train mass in the operation period using the MOPSO-CD algorithm without any robustness restriction. obtain a different pattern-robust Pareto front using the MOPSO-CD adding the following restriction: -The solutionx must perform a pattern p using the mean value of the train mass (if not,x is discarded). -The solutionx must be pattern-robust for the worstcase train mass variations, that is, it must conserve the pattern p simulating with the maximum and the minimum values of train mass in the operation period. Fig. 2 . Example of the discrete probability distribution of the running time demanded by the regulator.
•
Step 5: The global robust Pareto front is made by the nondominated solutions combining all the previous Pareto fronts of each p in step 4.
With this alternative method, the designer can filter or give priority to certain driving patterns over other patterns based on comfort criteria defined by the operator (typically the maximum number of coasting-remotoring cycles, and the minimum duration of the last traction before braking) [49] . In the case study explained in Section IV the solutions obtained using this method and using the method explained in Section II-A will be compared.
III. OPTIMAL SELECTION OF THE ATO SPEED PROFILE SET
Once the robust Pareto front has been obtained, the objective of the optimization method described in this section is to select a set of ATO speed profiles to be programmed in the ATO equipment. These speed profiles are optimized for a specific operation period (i.e., peak-hour or non-peak-hour) to be handled by the traffic regulation system during that period.
The candidates to be programmed are the speed profiles at the robust Pareto front obtained applying the method described in the previous section. Therefore, the candidates are the most efficient speed profiles for each possible running time.
The problem is stated as a stochastic optimization model. The statistical distribution of running times demanded by the traffic regulation system between two stations in the considered operation period is an input data for the proposed model. Fig. 2 shows an example of a running time distribution, where p s is the statistical probability of demanding a running time. This figure shows a typical case where the highest probability is concentrated around the times close to the nominal running time (125 seconds). The scenarios where the regulation system demands higher running times than the nominal one occur when the train is slowed down by the regulation system to reduce its time interval with the following train [48] . On the other hand, scenarios that require lower running times than the nominal one occur when the train is delayed.
The statistical distribution of running times is discretized into NS scenarios with regular time intervals assigning a probability p s to each scenario of running time T s as shown in Fig. 2 .
The objective is to select a set of D number of speed profiles from the Pareto front
where st d is the d speed profile of the pre-programmed set st with an associated running time T d and energy consumption C d . J is the Pareto front.
The energy consumption associated with the scenario s is the energy consumption of the speed profile selected from the pre-programmed set by the traffic regulation system. In order to obtain the energy consumption of each scenario it is necessary to apply the selection logic of the regulation system
The regulation system on-line selects the speed profile that has the lowest energy consumption from those that perform a running time lower than or equal to the demanded running time (9) . The running time demanded by the traffic regulation system is constrained by the shortest running time associated with the interstation. Furthermore, the flat out speed profile will always be selected as an element of the pre-programmed set to ensure that there is a solution that fulfills (9) when the regulator demands the shortest time (see Fig. 12 in the case study).
The aim of the problem is the selection of a set of speed profiles with the minimum expected energy consumption. Therefore, the objective function is expressed in
Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO) [56] , [59] , [60] is used to solve this problem because its ability to work with discrete exploration spaces, its simplicity in concept and coding implementation and its less sensitivity to the nature of the objective function. The algorithm makes use of a swarm of NP particles whose position ( st i ) and velocity (v i ) is randomly initialized. The position st i of the particle i is defined by the speed profiles of the Pareto front J selected to form the pre-programmed set st i . The information of the Pareto front is introduced in the algorithm assigning to each speed profile, besides their running time and energy consumption, an integer number j which represents their position in the Pareto front respect to the other speed profiles when the Pareto set is time sorted. Therefore, the pre-programmed set st i is a vector of D dimensions where each dimension st d i has a value j assigned which represents the Pareto position of a speed profile selected in the pre-programmed set st i . The dimensions of each st i vector are sorted as a function of the position of the Pareto position j in order to increase the computational efficiency of the algorithm. The movement of the particles varies depending on their velocity which is updated at each iteration n. The value of the velocity depends on the best position found by the particle (p i ) and the best position found by the whole swarm (p g ) followinĝ
where c 1 and c 2 are the "social factors" constants, r 1 and r 2 are random numbers between 0 and 1 and w is an inertia weight that controls the effect of the previous history of velocities. The pbest (p i ) and gbest (p g ) are obtained assigning at each solution a fitness value. The fitness value is the expected value of the energy consumption of the pre-programmed set. Thus, a lower value of fitness implies a better solution.
PSO algorithm is a single-objective algorithm. Therefore, it does not require an external archive A because the final solution is the gbest in the last iteration (Figs. 3 and 4) .
IV. CASE STUDY
The methods previously described have been applied to a case study considering a typical journey between stations in Metro de Madrid of 1500 meters, with different speed limits along the journey (see Fig. 6 ). A class-3000 train of Metro de Madrid has been modeled. The empty mass of the train is 160 tons, the maximum passenger's load is 78 tons and the length of the train is 90 meters. The maximum power of the train is 1500 kW and the traction network voltage is 1500 V DC.
The speed profile design is carried out for an operation period characterized by an average passenger load of 50% of the maximum. Furthermore, in the 90% of the situations the passenger load is between 30% and 70% of the maximum. These limits will be used to check the robustness conditions of the speed profiles to mass variations.
A detailed train simulator (average accuracy of 4.2% in traction energy and 1.0% in running times) and a simulator of real ATO equipment both described in [50] are used to calculate the running time and the energy consumption of speed profiles.
A. Generation of the Robust Pareto Front
The robust MOPSO-CD algorithm (Type-II) has been applied to the case study and the results obtained with the MOPSO-CD algorithm [49] and the proposed robust MOPSO-CD are shown in Fig. 5 . The robustness coefficient η is set to 0.07 because this value has demonstrated an acceptable performance in the context of the problem.
Comparing both Pareto fronts, the robust one presents a wider time-gap around the running time 120 s, and higher energy consumption from 135 to 145 s. The steps in energy consumption at 135 s and at 145 s correspond to a change in the driving pattern.
Non-robust solutions, that suffer great variations in time and energy consumption with train load, were analyzed. It was observed that most of these solutions change the shape of their driving pattern for extreme values of train load with respect to the average value. For instance, Fig. 6 shows two different speed profiles considering the same ATO parameters (s c = 58 km/h, s r = 21 km/h, b = 0.65 m/s 2 ) but different passenger load (50% and 100%). The increase in the train mass causes a lower starting acceleration. For this reason, the train does not reach the coasting speed, and instead the control system activates the braking mode to fulfill the speed limitation of 60 km/h. This fact changes the shape of the speed profile and causes large differences in energy consumption and running time as shown in Table II . This effect has been studied during the execution of the robust MOPSO-CD algorithm. With this purpose, pattern variations has been checked, and the number of pattern changes are counted separately for robust a non robust solutions. In addition, different values of the η parameter have been considered in order to compare the results for higher and lower sensitivity (see Table III ).
For η higher than or equal to 0.07, all the solutions rejected by the robust restriction change their pattern, so they are also non pattern robust to train load changes. On the other hand, there are many solutions that fulfill the robust restriction but change their pattern.
For η values lower than 0.07 the situation changes: the robust algorithm rejects many solutions that are pattern robust, and a considerable amount of non pattern-robust solutions continue being accepted by the robust restrictions.
In conclusion, for high enough η, solutions that preserve the driving pattern against load changes are also robust in energy and time. This robustness criterion based on patterns is more restrictive and can be useful for designers, because it guarantees a qualitative level of passenger's comfort associated with the pattern (see next section). 
B. Generation of the Robust Pareto Front Using the Method Based on Driving Pattern
The first step to obtain the robust Pareto front based on maintaining the driving patterns is the identification of patterns present in the original Pareto front. For this purpose, the MOPSO algorithm without any robustness restriction and average load is executed to obtain the optimal front as shown in Fig. 7 .
In this case study, there are 9 different driving patterns. The shape of some driving patterns is shown in Fig. 8 . Patterns 3 and 8 are rejected because they present a short traction period before starting the final braking. This situation can be perceived by the passengers as uncomfortable.
For each non-filtered driving pattern, a Pareto front of the solutions that performs each pattern is obtained. A pattern restriction is added to the MOPSO algorithm to select solutions of the specific pattern. Then, the pattern-robustness of each solution is checked. All the solutions are simulated using the maximum value of the train load (70%), and using the minimum one (30%). Solutions that change the pattern (not patternrobust) are eliminated and the result is a set of robust Pareto fronts for each driving pattern (Fig. 9) . Dominated solutions are eliminated to obtain a single robust Pareto front (Fig. 10) .
It has been necessary to simulate an average of 5000 journeys to obtain each robust Pareto front.
In Fig. 11 , the comparison of this solution with the previously obtained by using the robust MOPSO-CD algorithm for η = 0.07, shows that the number of solutions is higher, and the running-time gaps have been reduced. The designer can select a speed profile taking into account not only its energy consumption but also the preferred driving patterns, considering the passenger comfort or other operation criteria.
C. Optimal Selection of the Pre-Programmed Set of ATO Speed Profiles
Traffic regulation systems typically handle a set of 4 preprogrammed alternative speed profiles between stations [48] . The first speed profile (number 0) performs the lowest running time (flat-out), and it is used to recover delays. The second and lower energy consumption, and are used to reduce the time interval with the following train. Typically, the speed profiles have been selected equidistant, that is uniformly distributed with the same time separation [50] .
The optimization method explained in Section III has been applied to our case study to select the 4 speed profiles. The inputs of the proposed PSO algorithm are the robust Pareto front obtained in Section IV-B, the size of the pre-programmed set (4 speed profiles in this case study) and the discrete statistical distribution of running times demanded by the traffic regulation system at the control center. Table IV shows the tuned parameters of the PSO algorithm.
Three different shapes of probability distributions of demanded running times are considered in this study: decreasing, Considering the previous distributions of demanded running times, the four optimal speed profiles are obtained by the proposed PSO algorithm (see Fig. 12 ). Fig. 12 shows that the selected optimal solutions are not uniformly distributed in time (as the typical design criterion does), when the objective function is the minimization of the energy consumption along an operation period.
The PSO algorithm selects the speed profiles where the energy benefit is higher taking into account the frequency of use of the speed profiles. Fig. 12 shows that the optimal selection is the same for the decreasing and the uniform distributions, and the optimal selection is different in the increasing probability distribution case. Table V shows the numerical results in terms of energy consumption and savings.
The speed profiles selected by the uniform distribution of running times are not the most efficient. The optimal selection of speed profiles generated by the PSO algorithm provides energy savings between 3.5% and 14% compared to the typical design criterion. These are additional savings to those obtained from the optimal design of the ATO speed profiles (that are around 20%) described in [50] .
Optimal solutions provide average advance time of 4.8 s (decreasing and constant probability distribution case) and 6.5 s (increasing probability distribution case). These advance times are compensated increasing the dwell time, and thus, there is no schedule advance at departures.
In the previous optimization model, the number of speed profiles is a fixed parameter. However, the new signalling system based on radio communication, CBTC, allows the programming of more speed profiles in the equipments. In order to exploit this advantage, the energy efficiency that can be obtained increasing the number of speed profiles to be pre-programmed has been analyzed. In addition, when the number of speed profiles is increased, the schedule advance at arrivals is reduced.
The PSO algorithm has been executed with different sizes (from 2 to 20 speed profiles) of the pre-programmed set, taking into account the 3 previous probability distributions. The curves plotted in Fig. 13 represent the energy savings obtained for each size compared with size = 1.
In view of the results, it can be concluded that the lower importance have the delays in the line the larger the achievable energy saving. The usual 4 speed profile pre-programmed set is in general an acceptable solution. Nevertheless, significant energy savings can be reached with 1 or 2 extra-speed profiles. Table VI compares the optimal sets of 4 and 6 speed profiles.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new procedure to design energy efficient speed profiles to program in the signalling equipment of a metropolitan system has been proposed. The procedure takes into account the main uncertainties in the traffic operation: train load and delays in the line.
The proposed model is based on the calculation of the Pareto curve of the possible speed profiles which are robust against passenger load variations. Then, the set of speed profiles to be programmed in the signalling system is taken from the robust Pareto front by means of a PSO optimization algorithm, taking into account energy efficiency and delay distribution in the line.
Two algorithms for obtaining the robust Pareto front have been proposed and compared using a case study. The first model is a robust multi-objective optimization algorithm that makes use of a robust definition as a restriction. The second one is an alternative method based on the robustness of the solution to changes in their driving pattern. It has been shown that patternrobustness requirement is more restrictive than definition-II of robustness. Moreover, the pattern-robustness requirement is more useful because it guarantees the comfort of the speed profile. Besides that, the alternative procedure has found more solutions than the standard robust optimization algorithm. For this reason, the pattern recognition gives to the designer more possible solutions to choose and, some of them, have lower energy consumption for a given running time.
The proposed selection model including train delays information has been compared with the traditional selection method that distributes speed profiles uniformly in time. The results show important energy savings, around 3-14%. This model has also been used to study the energy benefits obtained from increasing the number of speed profiles in the pre-programmed set. The typical size of this set is 4 and the energy consumption can be reduced 3.5% by the inclusion of two extra speed profiles.
